
 

 

AT CWD, OUR AIM IS SIMPLE: CREATE WHAT’S DIFFERENT 

 

Do you thrive in a dynamic work atmosphere? Are you driven by innovative and forward-thinking ideas? Are 

you inspired to Create What’s Different on a daily basis?  

Then you’ve got what it takes to succeed at CWD. 

 
Operations Assistant (6 Month Contract)  

 
We are currently looking for an efficient, reliable, and detailed oriented Operations Assistant to join our fast-
growing company for the next six months. The successful candidate will work on a team primarily focused on 
projects and ensuing that all new shipments of products adhere to our performance standards and to help 
investigate issues with customer returns to aid with continuous improvement 
 
The successful candidate will be responsible for: 
 

Operations and Logistics 

• Assist the Order Processors with daily orders to ensure timely fulfillment 

• Capture and enter shipping and tracking data clearly and accurately 

• Daily audits of order fulfillment and EDI integrations 

Operational Processes 

• Assist with continuous process improvement initiatives 

• Assist in developing, and creating systems to improve efficiency and reduce costs 

• Maintain inventory accuracy through proactive procedures and controls 

• Manage and audit cycle counts weekly 

• Documenting Shipping Errors and Quality Incidents 

Administration 

• Assisting team with completing all documentation, day to day projects and tasks as needed 

• Performing general administration duties; filing, photocopying, faxing, preparing documents, data entry 

• Coordinating requests for product expenses 

• Conducting online research and preparing or reporting data for decision making 

• Preparing and editing Power Point presentations 

• Effectively completing other duties as assigned 

Warehouse 

• Assisting warehouse team with shipping and receiving of inventory as required 

 

Education & Experience  

• College or University degree in Business required (Operations concentration preferred) 

• Knowledge of operations process efficiency 

• Proficiency with Microsoft Office applications and the internet 

• Good knowledge and understanding of ERP systems would be an asset 

• 1-2 years of experience in an office setting and working on large projects, an asset 

• Interest and/or experience with consumer electronics is an asset, but not required 

 

If the above interests you, then apply to join a fast paced, creative and energetic team!   

Candidates who reside within a 45 minute commute of our office will be given preference. 

 



 

 

Please note:  This is a 40 hour a week position based at our headquarters in Niagara Falls, ON.  This position 

does not provide an option to work remotely. 

 

CWD is an equal opportunity employer committed to inclusive, barrier-free recruitment and selection processes 

and work environment. We will accommodate the needs of the applicants under the Ontario Human Rights 

Code and the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) throughout all stages of the recruitment 

and selection process. Please advise the Human Resources Department to ensure your accessibility needs are 

accommodated throughout this process. Information received relating to accommodation measures will be 

addressed confidentially. 

 

ABOUT US 

CWD designs, manufactures, markets and sells consumer electronics that enhance our lives. 

As a pioneer in the markets of do-it-yourself video security, baby video monitors and wireless connectivity, we 

have successfully applied the principles of innovation and superior technology to a dynamic range of product 

categories. We are committed toward consistently exceeding consumer expectations and changing the way 

people think about: 

  *   Baby Safety Devices 

  *   Do-it-yourself Video Security 

  *   Wireless Connectivity Products 

  *   Home Theater Audio 

  *   Retro Music Systems 

  *   Clock Radios 

  *   Karaoke Systems 

From conception to launch, over 100 talented professionals work to ensure all of our products undergo the same 

intensive, completely in-house development and design process, resulting in the uncompromising quality and 

industry-leading performance that consumers trust. 

The letters ‘CWD’ are shorthand for the empowering philosophy that drives every aspect of what we do – 

Create What’s Different. 

 

 


